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Mindfulness and Contemplative Education Newsletter 

May - June 2021 

 

 
Greetings all and welcome to the May-June issue of the mindfulness and 

Contemplative Education Newsletter: 

 

This issue contains an array of interesting, informative and useful resources. I 

encourage you to give a look to each of them.  

The Think Piece, “Living with Covid” is focused on a brief discussion of why 

we find isolation so difficult to deal with and then some ways to deal with the stress 

and anxiety of that crisis. But as I composed this Newsletter I, and I’m sure all of 

you, are becoming increasingly aware of the many and rapidly increasing crises 

being brought on by global warming. From heat raising to 121°F/49°C on this 

continent, people dying due to heat, wildfires, melting ice, sea-levels rising and 

much else. The scientific predictions are that things will rapidly get worse.  

So, we will need some clues as to how to cope such  as those in the Think 

Piece but even more urgently we will need a well-educated populace who will be 

able to both cope themselves and to develop the methodologies we need to deal with 

these crises. The journal issues you will find below can provide information that is 

bound to be of use to those who are in the education field at any level. For this reason, 

I urge you to share the information and especially to share the widely the Call for 

the special issue of Religions among your contacts, colleagues and upper-level 

students.  

This issue is devoted to the use of Buddhist practice for addressing the crises 

with which we are now faced and those to come because of global warming and the 

ecological, social, economic and vast range of other crises with which we are now 

faced and which will escalate. But while we can, enjoy the great beauty of this earth, 

our home. 
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Living During Covid  

 
 Covid has been extremely difficult for people because of difficulties getting 

shots, loss of jobs, personal sickness, and especially the loss of loved ones and 

friends. While I expect that folks who are reading this have had at least one shot, we 

are now living in uncertainty about the effects of the variants. And there have been 

other the effects of covid. There have been repeated reports of anger, stress and 

depression, spikes in violence, in the use of drugs and alcohol and in suicides. This 

article looks at the latter issues, the causes of them and some of the things you can 

do to deal with them. 

 

 Humans are deeply social animals and empathy is the foundation of this. The 

concept ‘empathy’ only came into use in North America early in the 20th century as 

a translation of the older German concept Einfühlung which means ‘feeling-in”. It 

has developed three distinct senses in contemporary usage: Cognitive empathy is 

an identification of another’s feelings and possibly their thoughts; Emotional 

empathy is ‘feeling with’ the other, that is sharing the feeling with them; and 
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Compassionate empathy in which one not only understands and shares the feeling 

of the other but is moved to assist them. 

 

 The philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889 – 1951) didn’t use “empathy” 

but that is clearly what he is basing a child’s early language learning and 

socialization on. While space precludes a full development of the concept of 

empathy, I am using it in the discussion that follows in the sense of an unmediated, 

natural responsiveness to the behavior, especially the emotional behavior, of another 

(see Gordon, 2005, 30). 

 

For instance, Wittgenstein says, “it is a primitive reaction to tend, to treat, the 

part that hurts when someone else is in pain and not merely when oneself is - and so 

to pay attention to other people’s pain-behaviour, as one does not pay attention to 

one’s own pain behaviour” (Z §540, italics in text). “But what is the 

word “primitive” meant to say here? Presumably that this sort of behaviour is pre-

linguistic; that a language-game is based on it, that it is the prototype of a way of 

thinking and not the result of thought” (Z §541, italics in text). This example clearly 

locates the use of second- and third-person pain language in the lived relationship 

with the other. As he continues in (Z §543) “My relation to the appearances here is 

part of my concept.” 

 

From this example we can see that it is our “natural” reactions to others, their 

behavior as it evokes our behavior, that forms a part of our language-game. It is 

useful here to be reminded of the behavior of infants in a neonatal nursery as an 

example; when one begins to cry most, or all, of the others cry as well. This is not 

simply a response to the noise but an example of the emotional empathy that 

underlies the responsiveness to the other’s expression of pain into which eventually 

early forms of ‘pain’ language will be woven.  

 

Wittgenstein’s discussion in PI §244 provides an example of how a child also 

acquires first person uses of pain language. In describing this Wittgenstein says that, 

“Here is one possibility: words are connected with the primitive, the natural, 

expressions of the sensation and used in their place. A child has hurt himself and he 

cries; and then adults talk to him and teach him exclamations, and, later, sentences. 

They teach the child new pain-behavior”. Thus, we can see here that in learning the 
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use of language in language-games the child is also being socialized. “I shall also 

call the whole, consisting of language and the actions into which it is woven, the 

language-game” (Wittgenstein, 1975, §7).  

 

We can see the effects of social isolation and thus the loss of empathic 

experience and learning in the work of Harry Harlow from the mid to late 20th 

century. Chimpanzees, our closest primate relatives along with bonobos, are much 

like humans in their empathic abilities and, as Harlow’s work clearly shows, they 

also need socialization based on empathy as do humans. When separated from all 

others just after birth as Harlow did in his research with baby resus chimpanzees, 

when later they are introduced to chimp social groups, they were never able to 

socialize or even have sex. 

 

Along with its use of empathy from birth onward the production of the 

hormone oxytocin will be central to the child’s development and happiness. For the 

convenience of doctors, women in the West typically give birth lying down. The 

newborn is placed on the mother’s chest and the mother will cuddle and rub it as it 

begins to nurse. This will result in the release of oxytocin in both mother and child. 

This hormone is often called the love hormone since it gives rise to a range of 

positive feelings such as acceptance, belonging, well-being and social bonding. 

Throughout the child’s life touch, hugging, kissing and sexual activity will bring out 

oxytocin and its positive feelings. During the covid crisis with its necessary 

lockdowns, social distancing, masks and other isolating measures both empathic 

relationships with others and the production of oxytocin are limited if not non-

existing. One TV image I’ll never forget is a young man being interviewed who was 

almost in tears as he said, “all I want is to hug my friends”. 

 

Hugging  anyone  may  not  be advisable at  this time but  here  are  some  

alternatives  that  we  can use to  help  lessen  the stress and  anxiety of isolation.               

(1) Some  senior’s facilities  began keeping  cats some time ago. Cats and 

 other pets can be good companions, affectionate and a lot of fun especially if you 

get kittens or puppies and they grow up with you. But be aware that dogs require 

more care than cats with such things as regular walks.  

 

(2) The health value of nature is now being recognized as well. Working  
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in the garden, or even window boxes or with potted plants can be very relaxing. Or 

if you are fortunate enough to live by a quiet park or wooded area you have a 

wonderful opportunity for an ideal therapeutic experience, a walk in the woods. This 

famous Japanese therapy, known as shinrin yoku, forest bathing, is being recognized 

as having a range of beneficial effects and reducing stress is a main one. 

 

(3) Using  your  breath  as  in  mindfulness  is  powerful.  The  autonomic 

 nervous system controls a wide range of internal organs including the lungs, heart 

and perspiration . Its sympathetic division is the ‘flight or fight’ control. Adrenalin 

and other hormones are released when a threat is detected or when stressful life 

situations such as lockdowns prevail.  Under the sympathetic response breathing 

becomes shallow and fast as in panting. Stress can develop exponentially. But one 

can change this by switching to the parasympathetic system for the relaxation mode. 

How to attain this is well known from mindfulness meditation: let the breath become 

normal, or as close to that as possible, then slowly lengthen the exhalations one by 

one This is the sort of breath which occurs when the stress is over, the lion goes back 

into the jungle in the standard example, and one breathes a sigh of relief, or yawns 

when feeling sleepy. The heart slows and blood pressure lowers, emotions soften, 

and one relaxes overall.  

 

(4) Finally, I  would  suggest  yoga  practice.  There  are  now  many good 

 classes offered online. But I urge you to be aware of the importance of body 

alignment. Much of what I see doesn’t attend to this properly and your body can be 

injured if misalignment continues. I highly recommend the work of B.K.S. Iyengar 

who stressed the importance of correct alignment throughout his career and has a 

series of books on the various aspects of yoga, its practice and benefits in one’s life. 

A good book for basic instruction is Yoga The Iyengar Way (Mehta,1996).  

 

We are all hoping that covid  will finally  meet its end  and life  can return 

to normal or at least some semblance of normality. But even when it does there are 

bound to be stressors of all sorts that we will have to deal with. As I write this I am 

hearing, and feeling, the news of the extraordinarily high temperatures, which are 

only one aspect of the ecological crisis with which we are faced.  

 

The above four suggestions will not solve any of our covid or environmental issues, 
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but they can help us to relax and cope rather than waste our energy on stress. 
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The first issue of the Holistic Education Review has just been published! 

  

Here is the link - https://her.journals.publicknowledgeproject.org/index.php/her 
  

X X X X X 

 
 

 

 

Other Education Issue  
 

 https://www.othereducation.org/index.php/OE/issue/current 
 

 

 

X X X X X 

https://her.journals.publicknowledgeproject.org/index.php/her
https://www.othereducation.org/index.php/OE/issue/current
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The new issue of Philosophical Inquiry in Education is now available on the journal 
website.  
- 
 
- The Editors (David Waddington, Bruce Maxwell, Kevin McDonough, and Lauren 
Bialystok) 
 

PIE--en français! 
  
The French interface for our main website is now available. 
Although PIE publishes primarily in English, we are pleased to consider submissions in 
French. 
 

X X X X X 

 

 

Journal of International Students 

Internationalization for an Uncertain Future: Emerging 
Conversations in Critical Internationalization Studies 

   

 

https://sfu.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3b9c81de81bb48c704f6b8fa5&id=3a9d9dcc6a&e=93fc65beb9
https://sfu.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3b9c81de81bb48c704f6b8fa5&id=3a9d9dcc6a&e=93fc65beb9
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The Journal of International Students is excited 

to announce a new special issue focused 

oncritical internationalization. 

 

This special issue, co-edited by Sharon Stein and 

Dale M. McCartney, examines emerging areas of 

inquiry in the field of critical internationalization 

studies (CIS) and invites consideration of how the 

field might responsibly confront the challenges, 

complexities, and possibilities that emerge in 

efforts to imagine and practice 

internationalization otherwise in today’s 

complex, uncertain, and unequal world. 
 

  

  

  

Explore Special Issue  

 

  

  
  

https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=cc1f86576b&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=cc1f86576b&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=a4332403d7&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=1e8fd89f80&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=1e8fd89f80&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=42cce157cd&e=99326e4d71
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NEW REPORT AND GLOBAL MEETUP TO DISCUSS 
 

 

UNESCO Futures of Education 

Learning To Become with the World: Education for 
Future Survival 

Our friends at the World Council on Intercultural and Global Competence, founded 

by Dr. Darla Deardorff, have just released an important new reportas a 

https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=ae84cbb633&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=30ac10e899&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=a3202f5007&e=99326e4d71
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contribution to the UNESCO Futures of Education, a global initiative to reimagine 

how knowledge and learning can shape the future of humanity and the planet.  

Download Report 

 

 

 
 
 

 

https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=952d356c8d&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=662b624867&e=99326e4d71
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https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=253e4c2616&e=99326e4d71
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The World Council on Intercultural and Global Competence is a global non-profit 

non-governmental organization dedicated to connecting researchers and 

practitioners across disciplines, sectors, languages and countries to advance the 

knowledge, research and praxis of intercultural competence globally in the pursuit 

of a more peaceful world. 

 

The World Council promotes concrete methodologies for developing intercultural 

competence such as the UNESCO Story Circles. 

Visit World Council's Website  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=08f2414bcb&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=7abfc521a5&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=bcd28659cc&e=99326e4d71
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NEW ISSUE ANNOUNCEMENT 

  

Journal of International Students 

Volume 11, Issue 2 
  

We invite you to explore the 11(2) issue of 

the Journal of International Students, featuring 

authors and research focused on Canada, China, 

Egypt, Finland, Hungary, Iran, Italy, 

Netherlands, Philippines, Portugal, United 

States, and Vietnam. Plus, scroll down to read an 

https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=bd9299e297&e=99326e4d71
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interview with Assistant Editor, Katie Koo, 

featured in The Chronicle of Higher Education. 

 

Submit a proposal to the 2021 Global 

Conference this December 10-12, 2021, nominate 

a colleague for one of the A. Noam Chomsky 

Global Connections Awards, or apply for the 

new Millennium Scholars Program, all premiere 

events, awards, and programs of the STAR 

Scholars Network. 

   

 

 

Explore New Issue 

 

 

  

 

X X X X X 

 

https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=ac9332dc3d&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=ac9332dc3d&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=884fcd4772&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=884fcd4772&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=aa7542e38d&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=64aaedf117&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=64aaedf117&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=896ac57e84&e=99326e4d71
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A SPECIAL MESSAGE FROM THE JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 

  

 

2021 Global Conference & A. Noam Chomsky 
Global Connections Awards 

  

 

Build cross-border connections with scholars 
and leaders in the Global South and across the 

world. 

 

The Society of Transnational Academic Researchers (STAR) 2021 Global 

Conference will be hosted by O.P. Jindal Global University virtually from 

India on December 10-12, focused on the theme Higher Education for the Greater 

Good: Leadership and Institutional Resilience.   

The 2021 Global Conference will feature: 

https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=3ec1f42dd5&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=cddd776705&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=cddd776705&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=b391872a9a&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=8d0f62a86b&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=8d0f62a86b&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=7b9805b0ed&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=112a59e564&e=99326e4d71
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• the A. Noam Chomsky Global Connections Awards 

• research presentations and thematic forums 

• opportunities to build human-to-human relationships across borders 

• celebrations of culture and art 

• presentations by the 2021 Millennium Scholars 

• roundtable events with Country Directors 

• keynote addresses from preeminent scholars and leaders 

• networking and publication opportunities  

 

The conference will feature presentation options in Afrikaans, العربية, বাাংলা, 简体中

文, English, Français, हिन्दी, Bahasa Indonesia, 日本語, 한국어, Bahasa Melayu, 

नेपाली, Русский, Español, Türkçe, and Tiếng Việt. 

   

Visit Conference Website 

 

 

 

A. Noam Chomsky Global Connections 
Awards Nominations open 1 August 2021 

https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=5c4a1b38b6&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=c384cc21af&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=2c2582c023&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=310b062be9&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=23a30a96ab&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=8b02f9cf2a&e=99326e4d71
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We celebrate the power of human connections through the annual A. Noam 

Chomsky Global Connections Awards that reflect our commitment to promoting 

collaborative research and teaching between scholars in two or more countries. 

Award nominations open 1 August 2021 and close 30 September 2021.  

 

 

Be part of an academic conference that 
centers the voices and perspectives of 

scholars in the Global South. 

 

Join the 15,000 members of the STAR Scholars Network as we reimagine the 

possibilities of an academic conference that: 

  

 

 

Call for Proposals 

https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=3d5fce7b88&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=3d5fce7b88&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=79945e47eb&e=99326e4d71
https://ojed.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0b2301d8231a80f31349171a9&id=048346385f&e=99326e4d71
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Join thousands of members from 115 different countries as we convene leading 

universities, associations, NGOs, scholars, and graduate students to discuss global 

transformations in higher education. 

 

Researchers, educators, and leaders from universities, associations, NGOs, and 

global organizations are invited to submit proposals in one of three formats: 

roundtable discussion, research presentation, or thematic forum. 

   

 
 


